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CHATBOTS
introduction and history

In 2016, at Facebook’s F8 Conference,

During the year following the Facebook F8

Facebook announced “Bots on Messenger,”

Conference, venture capital flooded into

setting off a chain reaction of excitement

chatbot start-ups. With Natural Language

around the use of chatbots to engage with

Processing AI powering the chatbots behind

users. “Bots on Messenger” was an

the scenes, these start-ups promised to

initiative that provided developers on

reduce customer service costs, lift customer

Facebook’s Messenger platform with tools

LTV, and improve customer experience.

and APIs that could be used to build

Chatbots provided customers with a new

customer engagement chatbots. The

access point to engage with a company. By

pitch made on stage at F8 for the use of

scaling bot services through SaaS (software as

chatbots was mainly focused around

a service) platforms, chatbot developers could

building automated response systems for

provide companies with an army of bots that

fielding messages from potential

could replace customer service employees.

customers. As customers became
accustomed to engaging with brands

Chatbots also act as an “always there” sales

online, their expectations shifted to include

and engagement point which can increase

instantaneous communication channels

customer LTV. By automating the most
common and repeated tasks performed by

and the ability to access any information
anywhere. Facebook pitched chatbots as

the human customer service agent, a chatbot

a replacement for the 1-800 number,

can not only save costs and improve revenue

allowing customers to have their

but improve customer experience by allowing

questions answered 24/7 as if a human

the human agent to focus on higher value

was responding.

services.
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NLP AND THE
GARTNER HYPE CYCLE
The technology that would be supporting the

By the end of 2017, however, the hype around

value promised by chatbots is a specific type

chatbots had faded, following the Gartner

of artificial intelligence called natural

Hype Cycle (see figure below). Venture capital

language processing (NLP). NLP algorithms
enable software programs to read and

investment moved on to the next potential

understand unstructured conversation similar
to the way humans do. Prior to advancements

environment was left with a few successes

in NLP capabilities, humans and computers

Google, Amazon, and Microsoft began

had to interact using strictly defined

acquiring chatbot and conversational

commands that were pre-programmed into

assistant companies largely for their natural

the software. Eventually, statistical analysis

language processing (NLP) IP or engineering

was incorporated into the conversation which

talent pool. However, there were a few

allowed programs to, in the absence of a

companies that were able to find a sturdy

direct understanding, take a guess at what the

foothold in chatbot technology and began to

user was trying to convey.

grow. While major technology firms, such as
Amazon, were launching home voice assistant

This type of conversation is seen every day on

devices and Google was showcasing the full-

Google’s search engine as users type in an

duplex NLP capabilities of its 2018 Google

ambiguous request and get a “did you mean…?”

Assistant, some notable start-ups managed to

message back from Google, usually

establish a successful business model by

accompanied with search results matching

leveraging chatbot technology.

groundbreaking technology, and the chatbot
and a lot of acquisitions. Companies like

exactly what the user was looking for.
However, this type of communication was still
half-duplex, where one party talked while the
other listened before responding. Before
chatbots, the technology had improved, but
full-duplex conversations where both parties
could actively talk and listen at the same time
had not yet been perfected. As advancements
in NLP capabilities exploded, computers were
able to understand users better even when
faced with more ambiguity. Software programs
were starting to understand written and
spoken language, figure out message
sentiment, and engage in back-and-forth
communication to gather more information
from a user.

Gartner Hype Cycle
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a case study
Founded in 2015 by David Cancel, Drift’s

Analytics can be applied on top of this data

mission statement is to "turn the internet

stream to determine the best leads for a

into a conversation." Cancel saw a

sales rep to follow up with. Drift has seen

fundamental problem in the B2B sales

success in providing the customer service

space: enterprise software had become

and sales functions of a company with

commercialized within the firm yet the

chatbot tools to automate repeated

purchasing process had not caught up and

customer interactions and the company has

provided a horrible customer experience.
Before Drift, a company would typically

grown significantly since its launch.

provide some marketing materials
explaining the products or services they
offered and a customer would fill out an
online form indicating their interest to be
contacted by a sales representative. A
sales rep would review the form and
eventually set up a time to connect with
the customer and begin the sales process.
Drift works to automate and simplify that
entire process through chatbots. Instead
of having a static form connected to an
ERP (enterprise resource planning) system
that only captures a single snapshot of the
customer for a sales rep to follow up on,
Drift deploys chatbots that can answer
questions, gather additional information,
integrate into CRM (customer relationship
management) and ERP systems, and even
schedule follow up meetings with a sales
rep if necessary.
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THE ROLE OF CHATBOTS
within an enterprise system management ecosystem
Drift demonstrated that chatbots have value within customer service, marketing, and sales roles.
Looking forward, the technology has potential to play a crucial role in another area of innovation
which is the space of Enterprise System Management (ESM) software. Enterprise System
Management is about applying a service-oriented business model to the way an organization works
internally. ESM applications aim to reduce overheads associated with office-to-office
interactions, increase predictability of the quality and timescale of output, and increase
process efficiency without sacrificing quality. As Drift offers automation customer interaction

via chatbots for sales and marketing teams, companies like ServiceNow offers automation of IT
operations and customer service centers. Other companies, such as Workday, focus instead on
aspects of HR, Finance, and Business Planning management.

To understand the value chatbots could offer to ESM providers such
as ServiceNow and Workday, we can look at the three phases that
an SaaS business must successfully take for long term growth.
When a new SaaS business comes to market successfully, the

1: DEFINING
THE MAJOR
PLAYERS

first phase of transformation is when early players battle it out for
a dominant market position. Products build off of many different
tech stacks, but as the 1-3 top players emerge, the tech platform
becomes clearly defined.
As major players begin to emerge in the market from a tech
perspective, phase two occurs when businesses design a stable

2: BUSINESS
MODEL
REVOLUTION

and valuable business model to monetize their services.
Competitors differentiate themselves based on strategy and
business model. Here, an SaaS company may explore freemium
business models or focus on specific market and industry
segments to serve.
With a proven technology, profitable business model, and

3: BUILDING
THE BRAND

strategic edge over competitors, the next defining phase for an
SaaS company is building a loyal brand. In this phase, customer
experience is the critical differentiator that can secure long-term
growth and success.
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a case study in shifting from a niche ITSM player to a global business services platform
ServiceNow operates in a series of functional enterprise areas:

IT WORKFLOWS

Unlocking productivity and transforming IT across an enterprise
with a unified platform.

EMPLOYEE
WORKFLOWS

Delivering next-gen employee experiences with intelligent

CUSTOMER
WORKFLOWS

Resolving complex issues from end to end with predictive

workflows and effortless service.

intelligence and automated self-service.

ServiceNow provides enterprises with workflow solutions through a SaaS business model aimed at
efficiently increasing employee productivity and improving customer-enterprise interactions.
Chatbots can provide conversational services between employee and enterprise systems as well as
between customer and enterprise system leading to improved customer experience. As ServiceNow
aims to move more towards a global business services platform, acting as the one-stop-shop for
business service software solutions, they will need to manage customer experience to drive brand
loyalty. As ESM companies think about how employees and customers will interact with their services,
chatbots and cognitive assistants can deliver that customer experience. A high-level framework
for a chatbot targeted towards ESM providers includes three parts:

1
2
3

REUSABLE COMPONENTS
To successfully serve an ESM company, chatbot products need to built in a
general enough way that they can be reused across industries and business
processes. Chatbots that handle IT service requests should require minimal
client-side setup, no matter the industry.

MINIMUM VIABLE DATA
An AI-powered tool is only as powerful as the data used to train it. This is
unfortunately a major roadblock, because the adoption of AI technology requires
a large investment up front in order to gather the knowledge necessary to train
the system. As a result, bots need to be able to be trained on a “one-shot”
learning method that can be successfully pitched to companies, at least until it
becomes more common to have robust internal knowledge centers.

TIER-1 PARTNERSHIPS (e.g. Google, Amazon, Microsoft, IBM)
A major tech firm needs to be involved in order to develop a successful chatbot
business. The data, NLP capability, and cloud services that these firms provide are
invaluable to building a cognitive chatbot. Chatbot systems will likely need to
integrate into platforms provided by the major players as well.
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FROM CHATBOTS TO
VIRTUAL AGENTS

As AI capabilities and NLP algorithms continue to improve, AI-powered chatbots will
eventually be classified into basic and sophisticated tiers based on their functionality.
BASIC
CHATBOTS

Able to interact with customers and handle common
questions posed to them
Able to decipher some levels of ambiguity, either through
statistical analysis or through information gathering via
questions to the user
Can execute simple processes such as finding mutual time
on two calendars and automatically scheduling a meeting

SOPHISTICATED
VIRTUAL
ASSISTANTS

Able to self-learn, self-remediate, and execute on more
advanced business processes
Perform predictive decision making using real-time
analytics and offer knowledgeable insights live to
customers or internally to staff
Merge AI and smart analytics to deliver insights via humanlike conversational capabilities powered by advanced NLP
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THE TRIPLE-A
TRIFECTA

automation, analytics, and AI in hierarchical filing systems

Cognitive
assistants
typically exhibit
characteristics of
smart analytics
and AI.

As ESM companies digitize workflow processes and deliver via a SaaS business model, cognitive
assistants will act as the vehicle of valuable customer experience needed to build brand loyalty
and maintain competitive differentiation. Cognitive chatbots are the foundational building block
that more advanced and sophisticated agents will be built upon. For ESM companies to build
brand loyalty through great customer experiences, they need to develop tools and processes
that allow customers and employees to interact with their services. Whether it’s a lack of
qualified data and knowledge centers, an internal resistance to organizational change, or a lack
of technological capabilities, companies today are typically not immediately ready to widely
implement an advanced cognitive assistant.
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EVOLVING YOUR
CHATBOT
how to go from basic bot to sophisticated assistant

Looking forward, a successful evolution toward a sophisticated virtual agent that is deeply
imbedded in a business’s operations will be as follows:

1
2
3
4
5

PROVE A BASE CASE

Experiment with a small AI-focused conversational project that
requires minimal investment but that demonstrates actual value
to the organization (e.g. automation of password reset requests
administrated through a simple text-based chatbot).

ORGANIZE DATA & KNOWLEDGE

Align IT and business operations to create knowledge centers
responsible for the gathering, curating, organization, and
maintenance of structured and unstructured data related to the core
business operations of the functional area.

ESTABLISH CULTURE OF INTERACTIONS WITH
VIRTUAL AGENTS
Deploy simple but widespread chatbot tools while encouraging
employees and customers to engage with the tools regularly.
Chatbot applications should solve real business issues while
providing an intuitive and seamless customer experience.

DIGITIZE PROCESS EXECUTION
As the underlying AI becomes more sophisticated, develop
cognitive assistants and agents that are able, and permitted, to
execute advanced processes.

ADD VIRTUAL AGENTS TO TEAMS
Make sophisticated digital agents capable of advanced NLP so
that they can provide insights as dedicated members of teams.
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THE FUTURE OF
CHATBOTS
ESM must expand customer service tools as AI advances

As SaaS based niche operation service providers expand to become global business service
platforms, they will need a strategy to scale positive customer experiences alongside their
operations. It will become increasingly difficult to provide quality experiences as expansion
moves EMS providers to service new industries and new business functions. Providing high
quality customer experience alongside workflow automation for each cross-section of
industry, function, size, and region at scale is not feasible without a large dedicated workforce
providing extensive post-implementation services. Cognitive assistants will be able to handle
more and more as AI capabilities expand but ESM firms need to establish a foundation

that can support sophisticated conversational tools. AI-powered chatbots are the first
stepping stone towards automated process execution via a virtual agent that employees and
customers can directly interact with for brand-defining experiences.

